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**NCITE just wrapped up its Year 2 RFP application invitation to Year 1 researchers.**

**Conference. More details to come!**

**SAVE THE DATE:**

**Student’s eye opened to counterterrorism future**

**NCITE’s quick turn on CWMD need shows capability**

**MBA capstone projects help DHS**

**RESEARCH ROUNDUP**

**Can you change a terrorist’s mind?**

**ASK A RESEARCHER**

**Given the long track record and open chatter online about their**

**IN-DEPTH**

**July 2020**

**Q. How do we best understand the violence that occurred at the**

**ASK A RESEARCHER**

**One of these problems could portend continued violence in our country, as rhetoric and risk factors heat up since WWII. Issues over race, policing, inequality, and our presidential election remain unresolved. Any**

**INSIDE NCITE**

**VISIT TO THE DHART CENTER IN SAN FRANCISCO**

**Poster presentation in April at the American Society of Criminology, Division on Terrorism and Bias**

**NCITE Director Gina Ligon is a long-time participant**

**GET INVOLVED**

**NCITE board member Rik Legault**

**NCITE board member. U.S. Navy veteran. U.S. Air National Guard**

**NCITE board member. U.S. Navy veteran. U.S. Air National Guard**

**New DHS violence prevention coordinator.**

**Mary Beth “MB” Brennan Seng**

**Mary Beth “MB” Brennan Seng**

**Security leader, Career path to DHS front door**
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**Salina Greene**
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**UNO’s political science department, with the U.S. Strategic Command, will host a virtual**

**Career path to DHS front door not a straight line**

**COURTESY/ PENN STATE.**

**Penn State students**

**have a lot of titles. Criminologist. DHS S&T senior advisor.**

**New DHS violence prevention coordinator.**
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